
 THE WORLD’S LUXURY TENT
Nothing sets the scene quite like a Sperry

partners@sperrytents.co.uk



Impeccably elegant and beautifully effortless,  
Sperry Tents, already an American icon of glamorous 

parties in the Hamptons, can transform your event 
into the celebration of a lifetime. 

Nothing can compare to these original  
handcrafted tents. Here we tell you a little more about 

their heritage and their inimitable memory-making 
qualities so that you too can fall in love with the beauty 

and story behind the perfect party space.  
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The Sperry brand has  
evolved to include  
the stunning Sperry  

Tent and has become  
synonymous with  

exquisite design and  
detail, thereby starting a  
revolution in the world of  

luxury tents. 

Welcome to the world of Sperry, a luxury brand built on heritage 
and authenticity. Delivering quality and elegance with every tent. 

Created by the  
combined passion and 

talents of the Sperry family - 
renowned sailmakers  

from Massachusetts, the  
Sperry name is respected  

amongst the sailing  
community. 

Sperry’s nautical  
heritage is still evident  

in the tent’s materials and 
design. Featuring hand-
sewn panels of authentic 
oyster-coloured sailcloth, 
setting them apart from 

more conventional canvas 
and white vinyl tents.



The geometric design elements 
enhance the simplicity of the  

Sperry’s clean crisp lines. Hand-
milled poles give a subtle nod to 
their nautical heritage, rising to 

dramatic peaks and topped with 
whimsical flags to create a timeless 
silhouette. Open or clear sidewalls 

allow the interior to be flooded  
by natural light. 

As the sun goes down, the 
height and space create a 
dramatic communal dining 
area, and as our canopies 

are handcrafted out of  
genuine sailcloth, they 

breathe during the day and 
the warm oyster-coloured 

canvas glows at night. 
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Authentic craftsmanship, refined quality and use of the very finest 
natural materials can be seen and felt in every detail of a Sperry Tent.



The iconic Sperry silhouette  
and oyster-coloured canvas  
has become synonymous  

with New England elegance. 

Understated luxury, elevating  
your event and allowing for  
a truly customised occasion  
that effortlessly reflects your  

personality or brand. 
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The Dreamiest Occasions
Whether for an intimate gathering or the celebration of a
lifetime, the Sperry Tent is the ultimate outdoor venue,

making every occasion a truly memorable one



Sperry Partners
 We are proud Exclusive Partners of the inimitable Sperry Tents.
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